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a b s t r a c t 

We explore microstructure-related anisotropy of acoustic emission (AE) in coal and investigate connec- 

tions to time-sequence-related fractal dimension (TRFD) and AE parameters of counts and cumulative 

energy. We characterize microstructure and anisotropy by imaging via X-ray CT. The anisotropic features 

of AE in coal are measured during uniaxial compression on a series of coal samples with varying in- 

clinations of the anisotropy (bedding plane) relative to the loading direction (0 °, 15 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °, and 

90 °). The form of the cumulative absolute AE energy released during loading is U-shaped with respect 

to increasing anisotropic angle. The maximum cumulative absolute AE energy occurs at an anisotropic 

angle of 90 ° (perpendicular to loading) and the minimum magnitude is when loading is at 45 °. Cumula- 

tive AE counts have a complex structure with bedding plane inclination, decreasing to a minimum at an 

anisotropic angle of 30 °, and peaking at 45 ° with terminal AE counts at 0 ° and 90 ° intermediate between 

these. The TRFD correlates positively with the cumulative AE counts with a trough at 15 ° and peak at 

45 °. The greater value of the TRFD in coal indicates a more uniform distribution of the AE count in time 

sequence, a smaller difference in the number of AE count between each time interval and less AE energy 

dissipated during the loading process. A theoretical basis for the observed negative exponential correla- 

tion between TRFD and AE energy dissipation during the loading process is developed. In samples with 

different anisotropic angles, this correlation conforms to the empirical relations that developed based on 

the space-related fractal dimension (SRFD) and AE energy dissipated by micro-seismic events recorded 

in situ. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Acoustic emission (AE) is generated by the rapid growth and

nteraction of micro-cracks [1,2] and as a ubiquitous phenomenon

ssociated with the brittle fracture [3,4] . AE provides a wealth of

nformation regarding the failure process in coal and rock [5] . In-

estigating the features of the AE distribution in space and time

ields important constraint on failure process in coal and rock. This

rovides constraint on the nucleation and propagation of micro-

racks [6] , characteristics of crack growth [7] , evaluation of damage

8–10] , information on energy dissipation and the seismic features

f micro-earthquakes [11,12] , and the monitoring and forecasting of

ynamic failure in coal mines [13] . 
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In rock mechanics, the AE experiment was initiated as part of a

tudy on problems associated with mine design and alleviation of

ock bursts or coal bump, since the late 1930s [14] . More recently

he AE technique had been increasingly employed to the labora-

ory study of basic deformation and failure mechanisms in geologic

aterials and the field usage with the consideration of the micro

eismic activities. In general, AE in coal and rock is affected by the

rain size [15] , and the presence of pores [16] , bedding planes [17] ,

nd pre-existing discontinuities [18] . The anisotropic features of

icrostructures may exert a significant influence on the AE forms

n coal when loaded in different directions [19] , understanding the

nisotropic AE features in coal is beneficial for the micro seismic

ignal analysis, the coal bump forecasting, and the coal failure-

elated activities during the mining processes. However, this aspect

f response has not been extensively investigated, and correspond-

ngly is not well characterized. 

X-ray computed tomography (X-CT) is a nondestructive imag-

ng technique [20,21] that may be applied to define structure and

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chaos.2019.109465
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Fig. 1. Coal samples and the anisotropic angle ( β): (a) the anisotropic angle used 

in this article; (b) coal specimens with different anisotropic angles. 
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illuminate failure processes [22,23] . The combination of X-CT and

advanced data reduction models enables nondestructive character-

ization of structure [24] . 

Acoustic emission has fractal features in space, time and mag-

nitude distribution [1,25] . This provides an approach to quantita-

tively distinguish the AE features generated during deformation

and failure of coal and to develop correlations in response that are

applicable to different loading conditions. The temporal sequence

and spatial distribution of the AE are two series of data that may

be used to define fractal dimensions of the AE cloud [26,27] . The

space distribution related fractal dimension (SRFD) is broadly used

in both laboratory and field measurements and its application in

the failure of coal has been widely investigated in developing con-

nections between SRFD and AE dissipation [10,27] . However, due to

the complexity in both measuring and locating AE events, for the

calculation of SRFD, the usage of the time sequence related fractal

dimension (TRFD) is becoming popular. 

Thus, to reveal the microstructure-related anisotropy of AE in

coal, microstructures in coal are first characterized by X-ray CT,

and then subject to destructive uniaxial compression tests with

concurrent AE measurement. This is completed on a series of coal

specimens with bedding anisotropic angles of 0 °, 15 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °,
and 90 ° (relative to the loading direction) with the TRFD for each

angle of anisotropy calculated and used to correlate with other

observed AE parameters. These observations are used to build

mechanistically-driven correlations in response. 

2. Methodology 

A series of coal samples with different inclinations of anisotropy

are prepared. Interior structure is obtained via X-ray CT with the

features of the AE response measured under uniaxial deformation,

through failure. 

2.1. Properties of coal 

The block coal samples used in this research are from the No.

45 coal seam of the Wudong Mine, Xinjiang Province, China. The

samples are wrapped at the working face in water-polycrylic resin

to prevent oxidation and drying during transportation. The den-

sity of the coal is 1.46 g/cm 

3 , and the moisture content is 1.8%.

Mineral matter is present in minor proportions (8.2%), comprising

kaolinite (62.0%), nacrite (26.5%), lizardite (10.8%), and Pentahydro-

borite (0.4%), as defined by X-ray diffraction. The block coal used

in this research has a low metamorphism degree and belongs to

long flame coal, with vitrinite reflectance of 0.5–0.64%, ash (11.97–

24.56%), volatile matter (39.48–47.12%), and floating coal volatiles

(38.40–42.77%) as determined by the proximate analysis. 

2.2. Specimen process 

Standard cylindrical specimens are prepared with length to di-

ameter ratio of two [28] and diameters of 25 mm. A total of twenty

specimens are prepared with orientations of the bedding planes

inclined with angles of 0 °, 15 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °, and 90 ° with respect

to the loading direction. To ensure the accuracy of the anisotropic

angles and improve the success rate during the specimen drilling

process, coal blocks were firstly trimmed to make the inclination

of bedding plane relative to the vertical direction equal to corre-

sponding anisotropic angles, and then fixing the coal block and

drilling vertically. Coal samples and a schematic diagram of the

anisotropic angle are shown in Fig. 1 . 

2.3. X-ray CT scanning 

Due to the sedimentary process and the geological movement

during the coal formation, mineral inclusions and cleats are ran-
omly existed in coal, while the orientation of them in coal blocks

re certain in an area and can be reasonably revealed by the X-ray

T scanning result of a specimen [29,30] . Thus, a specimen with an

nisotropic angle of 0 ° is scanned in this experiment to obtain the

rientation anisotropy of microstructures in these specimens. The

icro X-ray CT scanner used in this experiment is NanoVoxel 40 0 0

Sanying, China). It is a high power micro-CT system using a high

oltage X-ray source (225 kV, 240 kV and 300 kV are optional) with

ub-micron spatial resolution ( ≤0.5 μm). The voltage used here is

25 kV, and the spatial resolution is 0.5 μm. 

.4. Uniaxial compression test and AE measurement 

After CT scanning, uniaxial compression tests are conducted on

 double controlled electronic universal testing machine, WDW-

00E, with a capacity of 100 kN and a displacement precision of

0.5%. The tests are at room temperature and under displacement-

ontrol at 1 mm/min. 

The AE signal is recorded by a PCI-2 device (Physical Acous-

ic Corporation-PAC) in waveform streaming mode. The AE testing

et-up consists of 4 Micro 30S sensors (10 mm in diameter) and

 6-type preamplifier. The bandwidth frequency is 1 kHz ∼3 MHz

ith a maximum signal amplitude of 100 dB with a dynamic range

reater than 85 dB. 

. Results and discussion 

We characterize the distribution of microstructures in coal and

efine the anisotropic features of the AE response (space, time and

requency-magnitude) and relate this to the uniaxial compressive

trength (UCS). 

.1. Microstructural characterization of coal 

A series of CT images obtained from X-ray CT scanning are

sed to define and reconstruct the interior structure of the coal

s shown in Fig. 2 . Mineral inclusions, pre-existing discontinuities

cleats and cracks) are the two main microstructures present in

oal, as that exists in other coal [31,32] , as shown in Fig. 2 . The

rientation of mineral inclusions and bedding plane cracks are par-

llel to the bedding plane with cleats near perpendicular to the

edding plane. 

Since the anisotropic angle is defined as the angle of drilling di-

ection relative to the orientation of the bedding plane, as shown

n Fig. 1 , thus, the orientation of bedding plane cracks and the
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Fig. 2. Distribution of mineral inclusions and initial cracks within a coal sample. 

Fig. 3. The UCS of coal specimens with different anisotropic angles and the UCS- 

Anisotropic angle curve. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of average cumulative acoustic emission (AE) counts and abso- 

lutely energy in coal samples with different angles of anisotropy. 
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t  
edding plane share the same anisotropic angle ( β) relative to the

oading direction, while the cleats have an angle close to (90 °−β)

ith the loading direction since it near perpendicular to the bed-

ing plane. Meanwhile, due to the orientation of bedding plane,

ineral inclusions, pre-existing discontinuities (cleats and bedding

lane cracks), and the angles among them in coal blocks used in

his experiment have consistency, the inclination of loading direc-

ion with respect to the orientation of these microstructures (bed-

ing plane, mineral inclusions, and pre-existing discontinuities) in

oal are regularly changes with the anisotropic angles. 

.2. Uniaxial compressive strength 

Uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) is a fundamental mechani-

al parameter of coal. Based on the foregoing classification on UCS-

nisotropic angle curves, the average UCS in this experiment is

 U-shaped curve relative to the anisotropic angle, as shown in

ig. 3 . It reaches the maximum value (17.52 MPa) at an anisotropic

ngle of 90 ° with a minimum value (13.19 MPa) returned at an

nisotropic angle of 45 °. This is consistent with the strength

nisotropy of other coals obtained by Pomeroy et al. [33] and some

tratified rocks [34] . Eq. (1) is used for the U-shaped curve verifi-
ation, since it describes the variation of the UCS with anisotropic

ngles with U-shaped feature [29] . 

= E − F cos 2(β − βmin ) (1) 

here σ is the average UCS at the anisotropic angle of β; βmin 

s the anisotropic angle where the UCS is minimum; E and F are

onstants relating to the friction angle of coal. The fitting curve in

ig. 3 shows a good correlation with the experimental data and the

egression coefficient is 0.947, which indicates the UCS-Anisotropic

urve in this experiment is U-shaped. However, the U-shape type

f the curve in Fig. 3 is less obvious, this mainly caused by the

reater ordinate value range chosen in Fig. 3 to guarantee all the

CS point are exhibited. 

The form of the strength anisotropy in coal demonstrates that

he weakness plane, comprising bedding plane cracks, mineral in-

lusions, and fining cycles, dominates the strength of coal [33,35] ,

s shown in Fig. 2 . This is attributed to the periodical variation

f the fracture toughness and shear strength across the weakness

lane [36] . Since the distribution of mineral inclusions and the ori-

ntation of bedding plane cracks are parallel to that of bedding

lane, the orientation of bedding plane can be considered as the

ominant factor controlling the strength anisotropy of coal. 

.3. Anisotropy of AE in coal 

The AE count, AE energy, and fractal dimension are three fun-

amental parameters that describing the AE features of coal and

ock [37,38] . In general, the cumulative AE counts and absolute AE

nergy reveal the overall difference in AE response when loaded

t different angles, while the fractal dimension indirectly reflects

he AE characteristics in time and space during the loading pro-

ess [39] . 

We use the average cumulative AE counts and absolute AE en-

rgy to illustrate the specific anisotropic features of AE in coal,

ere the absolute AE energy is calculated based on the duration,

he sampling voltage of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and

he impedance, namely, absolute AE energy = sum (ADC sample

oltage) 2 / impedance. The cumulative absolute AE energy is posi-

ively correlated with the UCS, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . The aver-

ge cumulative absolute AE energy released during the entire load-

ng process is U-shaped relative to the increasing anisotropic an-

le, although it approximately remains constant as the anisotropic

ngle increases from 0 ° to 30 °. The average cumulative abso-

ute AE energy is maximum when the anisotropic angle is 90 °
1.93 × 10 9 aJ) and is minimum at the anisotropic angle of 45 °
8.85 × 10 8 aJ). 

AE counts reduce with an increase of anisotropic angle within

he range 0 °−30 ° and reach a minimum at 30 ° (3.89 × 10 5 ). Beyond
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Fig. 5. AE counts during the entire loading process when loading samples with different angles of anisotropy: (a) 0 °; (b) 30 °; (c) 45 °; (d) 90 °. 
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that, the counts increase sharply to a maximum at an anisotropic

angle of 45 ° (6.06 × 10 8 ), before then decreasing as the anisotropic

angle further increases, as shown in Fig. 4 . 

The cumulative absolute AE energy response in coal is related

to the orientation of weakness plane. Based on the positive corre-

lation of the UCS and stress needed for crack initiation [40] , the

analogous anisotropic feature of fracture toughness and UCS [41] ,

and the variation of bulk friction with bedding plane orientation

[42] , the stress required for crack initiation along the weakness

plane should have a U-shaped form. In other words, the curve

should decrease to a minimum at an anisotropic angle of 0 ° to

(45 °−ϕ /2), where ϕ is the friction angle [29] , and then increase to

a maximum at 90 °. Thus, the energy accumulated around cracks

before crack initiation should be a similar U-shape pattern relative

to the anisotropic angle. This contributes to the U-shaped curve

of the average cumulative absolute AE energy against the angle of

anisotropy, since the AE energy dissipated during the failure pro-

cess is positively correlated with the fracture energy released due

to the crack initiation [25,43,44] . 

The anisotropy of the cumulative AE counts is dominated by the

influence of the bedding plane due to the decrease of the stress

threshold for crack initiation as the anisotropic angle increases

from 0 ° to 30 °. This results in an increase in AE counts generated

before this progressive failure, fewer AE counts produced during

progressive failure, and a shorter time needed for the entire failure

of the specimen [17,45] , as shown in Figs. 5 (a) and (b). Thus, less

cumulative AE counts are detected when the anisotropic angle in-

creases from 0 ° to 30 °, since last two factors exert more impact on

the number of AE counts generated during the loading process. 
The dramatic increase in the cumulative AE counts when the

nisotropic angle is in the range 30 °–45 ° is affected by both bed-

ing plane and cleats. Since the weakness plane is parallel to the

edding plane and cleats are perpendicular, angles between the

rientation of cleats and weakness plane and the loading direc-

ion are closer to the critical (45 °−ϕ/2) than the other angle of

nisotropy, as shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, higher AE counts are mea-

ured before progressive failure, and greater cumulative AE counts

re obtained within this range of the anisotropic angle. 

The reduction of cumulative AE counts, as the anisotropic angle

ncreases from 45 ° to 90 °, is attributed to the increasing inclina-

ion of weakness plane. The initiation stress threshold for cracks

hat parallel the bedding plane increases with the anisotropic an-

le within this range of anisotropic angles. This contributes to less

E counts produced before progressive failure, with more energy

ccumulated around cracks, and greater AE counts measured at

he rapid failure process, as shown in Fig. 5 (d). Thus, the cumu-

ative AE counts in specimens show a reduction with an increase

n the anisotropic angle under the mutual influence of these two

actors. 

. Fractal features of AE in time sequences 

Fractal dimensions of AE in coal samples with different inclina-

ions of bedding planes are calculated, based on the time sequence

elated AE count. The anisotropy of the fractal dimension of AE is

ummarized and correlations between TRFD and other AE parame-

ers are explored. 
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Fig. 6. Anisotropy of fractal dimension of coal samples loaded in various directions. 
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.1. Theoretical development 

The correlation dimension was initially developed by Grass-

erger and Procaccia (G–P) [26,27] , based on embedding and phase

pace reconstruction theory. The correlation dimension (D) de-

cribes the dispersion degree of fractal objects [46] , as cracks, AE

vents, and micro seismicity. Since its development, the correlation

imension has been broadly used to describe the fractal features of

E in brittle materials. The construction of the dimension space is

he most important part for the calculation of the correlation di-

ension. 

In this work, the phase space is reconstructed on the basis of

n experimentally acquired time sequence of AE counts with frac-

al dimension evaluated via the G-P algorithm. For a certain time

equence of AE counts X n = {x 1 , x 2 , …, x n }, where n is the num-

er of points in the time sequence X n . If an appropriate embedding

imension m ( m < n ) and the time hysteresis parameter t are se-

ected, the reconfigurable phase space can be expressed by a series

f vectors that are sequentially taken from X n with a length of m

17,26] , namely 

 i = 

{
x i , x (i + t) , . . . , x (i + ( m −1 ) t 

}
( i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , ( n − m + 1 ) ) (2) 

here Y i is any vector in the phase space. 

The correlation integral is the probability that distances be-

ween any two vectors in the m -dimension phase space is less than

 , after the construction of the phase dimension, and can be calcu-

ated by 

(r) = 

1 

N (N − 1) 

×{ No. of pairs ( Y i −Y j ) with 

∣∣Y i − Y j 
∣∣< r } , (i � = j) . (3) 

In general, the standard correlation function is expressed as 

(r) = 

1 

N (N − 1) 

N ∑ 

i =1 

N ∑ 

j=1 

H(r(k ) −
∣∣Y i − Y j 

∣∣) , ( i � = j ) (4) 

here C ( r ) is the correlation integral, N are the number of vectors

n the m -dimension phase space, r ( k ) is the given scale function

hat can be obtained as 

(k ) = kr, r = 

1 

n (n − 1) 

n ∑ 

i =1 

n ∑ 

j=1 

∣∣Y i − Y j 
∣∣, (i � = j) (5)

here r is the average distance of two arbitrary vectors in the m -

imension phase space, where each r ( k ) has a C ( r ) corresponding

o it, k is the scaling factor and H is the Heaviside function, of the

orm, 

(x ) = 

{
1 , x ≥ 0 

0 , x < 0 

. (6) 

If the acoustic emission has a fractal structure, the relation be-

ween C ( r ) and r can be described as, 

 ( r ) ∝ r D . (7) 

If the value of r is within a reasonable range, the relation be-

ween C ( r ) and r can also be transformed as 

n C ( r ) = C + D ln r (8)

here D is the correlation dimension, namely the slope of the

unction ln C( r )-ln r curve where C is a constant. 

Parameters m and k are significant in the correlation dimension

alculated by the G-P algorithm. In general, the correlation dimen-

ion D increases with m , and asymptotes to a constant when m

s greater than a critical value [17] . Meanwhile, k determines the

umber of vector pairs whose separation distance is greater than

 ( k ), and it thereby affects the variation of C ( r ) and the value of
. Since the correlation dimension D is obtained by the regression

nalysis, based on a series of r and corresponding C ( r ), as indicated

y Eq. (8) , thus, a series of k must be reasonably selected to make

he correlation dimension distinctively reflects the fractal feature

f each AE process in a series of experiments. In this work, the

alue of m is chosen as 4, and a series of k with values of 0.1, 0.2,

 . . , 1.2, twelve k in total (with a value interval of 0.1), are deter-

ined after multiple attempts. 

.2. Fractal anisotropy of AE in coal 

The value of time sequence related fractal dimensions (TRFD)

f specimens with different anisotropic angles is positively corre-

ated with the cumulative AE counts, as shown in Fig. 6 . The av-

rage value of fractal dimension reduces from 1.50 to 1.37 as the

nisotropic angle within 0 °–15 °, and then increases to a peak at

n anisotropic angle of 45 °, following which it decreases to 1.40 as

he angle of anisotropy increases to 90 °. 
Based on the fractal theory developed in the previous section,

he greater value of TRFD indicates a smaller scatter of the vector

engths in the m -dimensional phase space. This represents a more

niform distribution of the AE count in the time sequence and

maller differences of AE count in every time interval, as apparent

n the anisotropy of the AE fractal dimension shown in Fig. 6 and

he AE feature plotted in Fig. 5 . 

The smaller value of TRFD represents the greater concentration

f the AE count during the progressive failure, as the stress-time

nd AE count-time curves show in Figs. 5 (a) and (d). This also indi-

ates that greater AE energy dissipates during the loading process

 Fig. 4 ). Meanwhile, the reducing trend of TRFD in coal is consis-

ent with the variation of b ( b = 2D) in rocks and concretes as the

E energy dissipation gains [47,48] . This reveals the applicability of

he TRFD in describing the time sequence related distribution and

nergy dissipation feature of AE counts during the loading process.

.3. Relationship between cumulative AE energy and TRFD 

The relation between fractal dimension and AE energy dissi-

ated during the loading process is significant in the prevention

f dynamic failures (rock bursts) in coal mines [10,27] . A theoret-

cal correlation between TRFD and cumulative AE energy dissipa-

ion during the loading process is investigated in the following. 

Based on the correlation dimension theory introduced in the

revious section, the AE energy dissipated in any vector of the m -

imension phase space can be expressed as 

 i = αi || Y i || (9) 

here ‖ Y i ‖ is the number of AE counts in the vector of Y i , αi is the

verage energy released in each AE count of Y , E is the cumulative
i i 
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Fig. 7. Fitting result of fractal dimension and cumulative absolute energy based on 

Eq. (13) . 
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AE energy dissipated by a vector of the m -dimension phase space

( i = 1, 2, …,( n −m + 1)). 

Since the time sequence related AE counts during the failure

process has fractal features, based on the definition of fractal ge-

ometry [27,49] , namely the power-law [49] , the number of vectors

with AE counts greater than that in Y i should be 

φ( Y i ) ∼ || Y i | | − D 
2 (10)

where D is the fractal dimension. Thus, once a reasonable vector

Y i and corresponding αi in the m -dimension space are chosen, the

amount of energy E dissipated during the whole loading process

can be approximately expressed as 

E ∼ 1 

m 

φ( Y i ) E i = 

1 

m 

φ( Y i ) αi || Y i || (11)

Namely, the AE energy dissipation can be represented by the

space dimension value m , the AE energy dissipation in a vector ( E i )

and the amount of vector with AE counts greater than it ( φ( Y i )).

Replace the φ( Y i ) by Eq. (10) , the Eq. (11) can be transferred as 

E ∼ 1 

m 

αi || Y i | | 1 − D 
2 (12)

where m is the dimension of phase space in the TRFD. Obviously,

the TRFD exhibits a negative exponential correlation with the cu-

mulative AE energy dissipated during the loading process. This is

consistent with value of TRFD plotted in Fig. 6 and the cumulative

absolute AE energy shown in Fig. 4 . 

Meanwhile, the correlation of TRFD and the cumulative AE en-

ergy revealed by Eq. (12) has a similarity with that of the SRFD and

the energy dissipation of the microseismicity in coal mines [27] . It

is also consistent with the energy–fractal dimension relations de-

fined by the Gutenberg-Richter relation (also called the magnitude-

frequency relation) of natural tectonic earthquakes, namely greater

fractal dimension indicates smaller energy dissipation [50] . This

manifests the TRFD is also capable in revealing the AE features of

microseismic records and in understanding seismic precursors to

collapse in coal mines. 

However, since the variation of Y i in Eq. (12) will differ as the

coal specimen changes, a more general expression is needed to de-

scribe the correlation of TRFD and cumulative AE energy for coal

samples exhibiting different anisotropic angles. In considering the

similarity observed in the energy-fractal dimension feature of the

TRFD and the SRFD in the microseismicity of coal mines, the rela-

tion of TRFD and cumulative AE energy for coal samples with dif-

ferent anisotropic angles may be analyzed based on the empirical

equation summarized by Xie and Pariseau [27] , namely, 

D = C 1 × exp [ −C 2 E ] (13)

where C 1 and C 2 are constants varying with the mechanical prop-

erties and anisotropic angles of coal specimen, the fractal dimen-

sion D ranges from 0.0 to 3.0, E is the average cumulative absolute

AE energy, and D is the average fractal dimension in each loading

direction. 

The regression results shown in Fig. 7 indicate the applicability

of Eq. (13) in revealing the relationship between the TRFD and cu-

mulative absolute AE energy dissipated during the loading process

in coal samples with different anisotropic angles - since the curve

fits well with the experimental data with a correlation coefficient

(R 

2 ) is 0.78. 

In addition, Eq. (13) also provides a potential approach for in-

vestigating the relation between TRFD and AE energy dissipated by

microseismicity during the coal mining process, based on a series

of laboratory uniaxial compressive experiments and the considera-

tion of scale effect. 
. Conclusion 

We characterize the microstructure related anisotropy of AE in

oal, based on the measurement of AE response on a series of coal

amples with anisotropic angles of 0 °, 15 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °, and 90 °.
his is measured under uniaxial compression together with X-ray

T imaging. These data are used to evaluate the time sequence re-

ated fractal dimension of the AE signals using the G–P algorithm.

e use this to explore the fractal anisotropy of AE and the con-

ection between TRFD and other parameters on acoustic emission

uring the loading process. The conclusions are summarized as be-

ow: 

a. The cumulative absolute energy has a U-shape form with in-

creasing anisotropic angle. The maximum value is observed

at an anisotropic angle of 90 ° with a minimum value at an

anisotropic angle of 45 °. Unlike this distribution, the cumula-

tive acoustic counts exhibit a trough at an anisotropic angle of

30 ° and peaks at an anisotropic angle of 45 °. The orientation of

the bedding planes dominate the anisotropy of average cumula-

tive absolute energy, while the variation of average cumulative

AE counts is affected by both bedding plane and cleats. 

b. The TRFD is positively correlated with the cumulative AE

counts. It also has a peak and trough with maximum at 45 °
and a minimum at 15 °. The greater value of TRFD indicates a

more uniform distribution of AE counts in the time sequence,

a smaller difference in the number of AE counts during each

time interval and less AE energy dissipated during the loading

process. 

c. The TRFD has a negative exponential correlation with the cu-

mulative AE energy dissipation. Furthermore, this correlation in

different specimens with different angles of anisotropy is simi-

lar to the empirical equation summarized by former researchers

on the basis of the SRFD and AE energy dissipated by micro

seismicity in the coal mining process. 
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